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Year 7  

Yearly Intent Document  

  

English  

To introduce confidence and fluency in core skills: Reading, Writing and Speaking and Listening.  To learn 
social, historical and cultural knowledge that’s applicable inside and outside the classroom.  
  

Knowledge/skills: Grammar   

• To give pupils the knowledge and the strategies required to become fluent writers and accurate 
spellers – understanding the English language and importance of grammar.   

Writing  

• Writing to entertain, descriptive writing, MAPSO, non-fiction writing, review writing, writing to 
inform, travel writing, writing to persuade - AFORESTER  

• Personal writing and forming an opinion point of view writing to agree/disagree  

• An introduction to formal essay writing – topic sentences, introductions and conclusions  

• Linguistic knowledge/analysis Reading  

• Inference and deduction, awareness of impact of language and authorial intent, ability to use 
evidence and analyse techniques  

Spoken Language  

• Modelling by their teacher a variety of spoken language situations.  

  

Personal 
development and  

Careers  

  

ATM HT 1: Being  

Me in My World 
Dealing with 
differences and 
conflict, 
influences, peer 
pressure, online 
safety, sexting, 
consequences,  
online legislation  

   

ATM HT 2:  

Celebrating  

Difference 
Recognising 

RSE  

  

  

  

ATM HT5:  

Relationships  
Characteristics 
of healthy 
relationships, 
healthy 
romantic 
relationships, 
consent, 
relationships 
and change, 
emotions within 
friendships, 
being 
discerning, 

Assemblies  

  

  

  

Anti-Bullying 
Week   
  

Eid   

  

Pride Month   

  

Black History 
Month   
  

Harmful Sexual 
Behaviour   
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Maths  

To develop confidence and fluency in core numeracy skills and provide early access to knowledge for both 
curriculum and real life financial situations.  
  

Algebraic Thinking Knowledge/skills:   

• Sequences   

• Understand and use algebraic notation   

• Equality and equivalence  

  

bullying, prejudice 
and 
discrimination, 
Equality Act, 
bystanders, 
stereotyping, 
challenging 
negative 
behaviour and  
attitudes   

  

assertiveness, 
sexting  
  

CED - Harmful  

Sexual  

Behaviour and  

Consent   

  

Remembrance  

Day  

   

Careers Week  

  

Healthy  

Relationships  

  

Science Week   

  

Chanukah   

  

Holocaust 
Memorial  
  

Setting Goals -  

New Year’s  

Resolutions   

  

Chinese New  

Year   
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Place value and proportion Knowledge/skills:   

• Place value,  

• Ordering integers and decimals   

• FDP  

Application of number  Knowledge/skills:   

• Solving problems with addition and subtraction   

• Solving problems with multiplication and division  

• Fractions and percentages of amounts  Directed Number  
Knowledge/skills:   

• Operations and equations with directed number Fractional Thinking Knowledge/skills:   

• Addition and subtraction of fractions Lines and Angles Knowledge/skills:   

• Constructing  

• Measuring and using geometric notation,  

• Developing geometric reasoning Reasoning with Numbers Knowledge/skills:   

• Developing number sense  

• Sets and probability  

• Prime numbers and proof   

  

CED - Team  

Building Activity   

Team  

building challenges 
students to 
problem solve and 
work with others. 
It shows them how 
to be accountable, 
which is a great 
lesson for students 
to learn early in 
their school career.  
Team building also 
allows students to 
develop stronger 
relationships and 
trust among each 
other.  
  

ATM HT3: Dreams  

and Goals 
Celebrating 
success, identifying 
goals, 
employment, 
learning from 

 Human Rights 
Day   
  

St George’s Day   

  

Christmas   

  

International  

Women's Day   

  

Student  

Parliament   

  

Consent   

  

Internet Safety   

  

Week Water  

Safety   

  

Diwali LGBTQ+  

History Month  
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Science  

“Teaching students to be scientists and think scientifically”  

Science topics will be designed around enriching the science topic they are studying by:  

• Researching how theories have developed over time  

• Investigating the scientific process  

• Analysing data from experiment’s  

• Developing their maths skills  

• Enriching their scientific vocabulary   

mistakes, 
overcoming 
challenges, 
planning skills, 
safe.  
  

   

World Mental 
Health Day   
  

Easter   

  

Police – eSafety  

  

Children’s  

Mental Health  

Week  

   

House  

Assemblies   

  

Sports Week  

 

Students will be assessed in different ways:  

• Recall starters to aid long term memory and identify gaps in knowledge  

• Half termly mini-assessments based on curriculum topics to identify misconceptions, gaps in 
understanding and provide more detailed feedback on how to improve  

• Half yearly and annual summative testing to provide students with the opportunity to develop 
revision techniques, aid long term memory and identify gaps in both knowledge and exam skills  

  

ATM HT 4:  

Healthy Me 
Managing stress 
and anxiety, 
mental health, 
physical activity 
and mental health,  
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MFL (Spanish and French)  

By the end of Year 7, students will be able to: 

 
✓ Talk about and understand topics that are relevant to their daily lives –describing yourself, 

family and friends, school, free time and town, using key grammatical structures. 
✓ Understand some cultural information about French/Spanish/Italian speaking countries 

linked to the topics studied. 
✓  Express themselves in extended sentences.   

  

effects of 
substances, 
nutrition, sleep, 
vaccination and 
immunisation, 
importance of 
information on 
making healthy  
choices   

  

CED - World Book  

Day  

World Book Day 

changes lives 

through a love of 

books and shared 

reading.  Their 

mission is to 

promote reading 

for pleasure, 

offering every 

child and young 

person the 

opportunity to 

have a book of 

their own. 

Reading for 

pleasure is the 

single biggest  

History  

‘To foster a love of History and a passion for enquiry’  

  

Students learn about 1066- Norman conquest, Medieval life, the Peasants Revolt and how society worked and 
lived. Students learn about different inventions that have impacted society which is closely linked to society 
and economy.  Towards the end of the year, years 7’s are taught about Crime and Punishment and the 
influence of the Church and this links in well with society and how attitudes have allowed change and 
continuity.  In Year 7, students will;  

• Establish core skills of an historian (NC)  

• Develop chronological knowledge and understanding of British History  

• Understand key concepts of monarchy, democracy and authority  

• Be able to track change and continuity over time  

  

Skills taught: Change and continuity, inference and interpretation  
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Geography  

Knowledge that Year 7 students will learn this year:  

• Examples of human and physical Geography and how these are interrelated (My place in the world)  

• Physical processes that operate within our earth and the impacts that this causes (Hazards)   

• Location and quality of life in the continent of Africa and how this compares to the UK  

• Physical characteristics to include the climate of Africa  

• A range of coastal processes operating at the coast and the associated landforms that are 
created/how coastal environments are managed to be protected  

• Weather and climate and the factors that affect microclimates. Location and physical features in 
Brazil  

• Reasons why Brazil hosted the Olympics and the successes and failures of this  

  

Skills that Year 7 students will learn this year:  

• Basic map skills to include locational knowledge, grid references, map symbols, direction, scale, 
height  

• Analysis of figures (photos/graphs/data tables)  

• To learn how to conduct a fieldwork enquiry and present/analyse their results  

• The skill of speech writing and public speaking (Brazil Olympics)  

  

indicator of a 
child’s future 
success – more 
than their family 
circumstances, 
their parents’ 
educational 
background or 
their income. 
World Book Day 
promotes a lifelong 
habit of reading for 
pleasure and the 
improved life 
chances this brings 
them.  
  

HT 5:  

Relationships 
Characteristics of 
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Religious Studies Intent:  

• Gift pupils with an understanding of four major religions – foundations for further exploration and 
basis for learning through all key stages regardless of primary education  

• Develop skills of constructive and balanced debate  

• Understand the root of morality comes from religion  

• Allow critical exploration  

• Applying beliefs/concepts and ideas to our life world (religion is not an issue that occurs abroad)  

• Scaffold beliefs/practices GCSE knowledge)  

  

Knowledge taught:  

• Buddha and this path to uncover the truth of suffering  

• Islam and the five pillars  

• Jesus Man or God  

• The birth of Abrahamic faiths  

• Hinduism and the dharmic influences  

healthy 
relationships, 
healthy romantic 
relationships, 
consent, 
relationships and 
change, emotions 
within friendships, 
being discerning, 
assertiveness, 
sexting   
  

  

 

• A world of difference – multi faith and alternative viewpoints including Humanism  

• Knowledge on how to investigate sources in order to gather information; asking and questioning key 
religious knowledge  

• Knowledge that may count as good evidence in understanding religion(s)  

  

HT 6: Changing Me 
Understanding 
puberty changes, 
FGM, breast 
flattening/ironing, 
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ICT & Computing Core  

The aim of ICT & Computing is to develop the students’ knowledge and understanding in using the internet 
safely as well as how to report concerns.  Students will learn about setting up strong passwords, using chat 
rooms safely, dealing with cyber bullying as well as other issues.  They will learn about reporting concerns 
using various methods such as thinkuknow website, adult you trust, childline and the police to mention a few. 
Students will study how computers work from learning about software and hardware as well as converting 
Binary to Denary and vice versa.   
  

Students will be developing their presentation skills for example they will learn how to present information 
about their chosen charity using effective presentation skills as well as public speaking skills.  Students will 
learn to use research skills like websites to find images and sound as well as sourcing these to give credit to 
the owner of the media, use slide master to give consistent layout, animation, and house style. The final unit 
gets students to learn how to code using Python turtle where they will write sequence of instructions and 
iteration (loops).  This unit allows students to visually see the effect of their code for example they will write 
the code to draw a square but when they run the code they will be able to see the square visually if it has 
worked.  They will learn resilience as they have to debug their code.   
  

Vocabulary: Phishing, Web browser, Copyright, Acceptable Use Policy, social network, cyber bullying, 
malicious, impersonating, GDPR, Features, email, cc, Bcc.   
  

responsibilities of 
parenthood, types 
of committed 
relationships, 
happiness and 
intimate 
relationships, 
media and 
selfesteem, 
selfimage, brain 
changes in 
puberty, sources 
of help and  
support  

  

CED - Born Free 
Born Free aims to 
reach children and 
young people both 
in schools and out, 
instilling a love of 
wildlife and 
helping to 
encourage 
personal action. 
Focusing on the 
theme of local 
action, global 
consequences.  
  

Drama  

Intent: Throughout Year 7 we aim to teach and develop the student’s basic performance skills and give them 
opportunity to develop these within rehearsal and performing lessons.  Students will be able to create and 
become a character using physical and vocal skills.  As part of our making assessment focus we intend to 
cultivate good collaboration in all rehearsals, getting students to consider their contributions to tasks.  We 
also aim to develop stage craft, explore key texts and use a range of stimulus to inspire students work.  
Students will use a range of Drama techniques when creating their own work.  Students will be introduced to 
the stage grid and be able to use the stage directions when writing their own script and 
rehearsing/performing.   
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Enrichment sessions (once a fortnight):   

Exploring social issues including racism/prejudice/empathy/ body image – giving students an insight in to 
these topics and encouraging them to empathise and widen their understanding on important societal issues 
through creative exploration. The skills and techniques taught in other curriculum lessons will be used and 
developed in enrichment sessions.   
  

Knowledge: Understanding of how to effectively perform without masking or corpsing.   

Key techniques of freeze frame, thought aloud, slow motion, flashback, hot-seating and narration.  

Experimenting with these techniques when creating their own performance work.   

Knowledge and understanding of the stage grid/Layout, emotional and geographical stage directions and how 
to follow/use these in a script.   
Understanding of the style of silent movie and how to use techniques to create a comedic mood.  Developing 
how to evaluate the work of others.  
  

Careers  

Opportunity - The  

Real Game  The 
Real Game is an 
interactive tool 
that connects 
learning to life and 
equips young 
people with the 
knowledge, skills, 
and experience to 
find their purpose 
and fulfil their 
potential. The Real 
Game connects 
careers to the 
curriculum and 
helps young 
people develop 
important skills for 
their future as 
they explore the 
world of work, 
developing key 
skills such as  

  

Music  

The rationale is to motivate and enthuse students by focusing on the practical elements of making music, 
with the inclusion of some theory knowledge and key terminology where relevant, in these practical topics.  
To introduce, rehearse and develop key skills related to :  

• Performing with confidence (on xylophone and keyboard)  

• Rehearsal techniques (how best to improve via homework practise)  

• Aural ability (Skills gained from listening to a variety of music)  

• Creativity through improvisation and composition (Ghost of Tom remix and Improvisation in the 
Arriba topic)  

• Ensemble skills through collaboration with others  
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Art  

Over the year, each term students will learn under a thematic approach: Identity, The Built Environment and 

Colour.  We will develop the students’ primary skills/formal elements and visual vocabulary (line, tone, shape, 

form, texture, colour).  This will be in the form of observational drawing, exploring materials, colour, 

printmaking and 3D (pencil, colour pencil, watercolour; collage; monoprinting and collograph; 3D materials – 

e.g. papier mache/Modroc/clay); simple design methods will be explored.  Students will learn how to look at 

artists and analyse their work through questioning using SEMI analysis approach (Subject, Element, Media 

and Intention), learn how to develop their ideas using inspirations, experimenting with materials and 

techniques and learn how to annotate their work using basic question framework.  Students will have the 

opportunity to take photographs in their own time as part of their homework. This is to embed the creation 

and value of primary sources at GCSE.  

creativity, 

confidence, and 

communication. 

This web-based 

resource builds 

knowledge of the 

world of work and 

helps students to 

think about their 

future and explore 

individual career  

 

Vocabulary to be addressed by: continual use of keywords, links to home learning, glossary of words/terms.  

  

options in fun, 

interactive ways, 

and guided 

journeys through 

'real world' 

scenarios  

  

Physical Education  

PE should be enjoyed by all.  Students should be provided opportunities to develop their core and advanced 
skills and techniques in a variety of sports. They will undertake this through conditioned games and practices.  
We would like all students to demonstrate sportspersonship, etiquette and positive teamwork during their 
studies.  Students should be improving their physical fitness to promote a healthy, active lifestyle during all 
activities and not just fitness based content.  Much of this will require students to demonstrate resilience 
when challenged so if they fail, they try again and improve.  We would like students to be confident in their 
ability in at least one sport which will be transferred to attending an extra-curricular activity or a sporting 
hobby outside of school.  
  

Vocabulary: Major muscles – Biceps, Triceps, Quadriceps, Hamstring, Gastrocnemius, Abdominals  
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Technology Textiles:  
Design task to create  beanie hat and evaluate 
progress To understand the importance of  Health & 
Safety processes:  

• Operating the sewing machine  

Skills  

Decorative & Technical skills:   

• Seams   

• Hem  

• Applique   

  

Product Design  

Students are introduced to materials and processes. They identify key elements of early 20thC design 
movements.  They learn about the properties of materials (pewter and MDF).  They then put into practice 
what they have learnt to create a keyring by casting pewter using MDF moulds they have created on CAD and 
produced on CAM.   
  

Skills:   

• CAD & CAM skills   

• Workshop skills  

• Casting metals  
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Knowledge & Understanding:   

• 20th C design movements.   

• Properties of materials – metals, ferrous/non-ferrous and alloys. Wasting and redistribution   

• Manufacturing techniques  

  

Food  

Introduction to the food room and FPN (this covers health and safety and hygiene rules of the food room 
(kitchen), Food provenance – Fruits and vegetables, nutritional knowledge related to the Eat Well guide, 
physical and working properties of various ingredients, and build-up of practical skills from one recipe to the 
next.  
Practical and Skills:  

• Knife and cutting skills (Bridge hold and claw grip to create a fruit fusion / Fruit Salad)   How to make 

fresh pizza  

• How to make a fresh pasta sauce  

  

   

Literacy  

Class Novel  

Students will study the novel Noughts and Crosses by Malorie Blackman and through the reading of the text 
explore key topics prevalent in society such as racism, prejudice and politics.  By tackling a class read together 
and exploring all aspects of the novel students will perform better in reading tests, develop a broad 
vocabulary, enhance their imagination, be more empathetic and understand of other cultures.  
Students will also study (time dependant) short stories about teenagers who changed the world exploring 
authorial intent and how writing is shaped to impact its reader.  Students will read through and work on a 
range of short stories/essays then use these inspirational stories to create and write speeches/persuasive 
pieces of writing working on their oracy skills.  
  

Bedrock Learning  

Students use Bedrock Learning, an online programme where they access both non-fiction and fiction texts to 
improve their reading skills and learn new vocabulary that will enhance the way they read, speak and write 
across all of their subjects. Students are exposed to progressively more challenging vocabulary, in line with 
the pace of their individual progress. Students’ learning includes academic verbs to help them meet new texts 
with confidence and become GCSE-ready.  
  

  


